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EX ii

executive Summary
The Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan and Urban
Design Strategy (DWMPUDS) recommends strategies
and guidelines relating to the Downtown and Central
Waterfront Area (plus certain additional areas),
including an update to the existing Waterfront Master
Plan, 1991; a public realm strategy; and built form
and urban design guidelines. These strategies form
the basis for an overall Master Plan and urban design
strategy which will give rise to Official Plan policies, and
ultimately zoning.
The DWMPUDS establishes community planning and
urban design principles to maintain the downtown
and waterfront as a healthy, liveable and sustainable
destination in the City.
A public realm strategy is proposed which emphasizes
the creation of successful public spaces, the quality of
the public realm and the provision of well designed civic
spaces. Strategies are proposed for the improvement
and enhancement of the key components of the pubic
realm which include: the waterfront and water’s edge;
parks, squares and open spaces; and public streets.
Such strategies relate to creating attractive and cohesive
streetscapes; an improved framework of parks, open
spaces and trails; preserving important views and vistas

of the waterfront; improved landscaping, public art,
and signage; preservation of the downtown character
and heritage buildings.
The built form and urban design guidelines provide
guidance for reviewing development applications
within the Downtown and Central Waterfront
Area to ensure the character of the downtown and
waterfront is preserved and enhanced. The guidelines
provide direction relating to land use to promote a
diverse range and mix of land uses; continuous and
intermittent building frontages to support the creation
of consistent street edges; recommendations on
building heights to maintain continuity of the street
and while providing a comfortable pedestrian scale.
Guidelines also pertain to the compatible massing of
buildings; enhanced articulation of the building facades
to provide pedestrian and ground floor amenity;
parking and access to minimize disruption along the
street and provide ground floor animation uses; and the
architectural character of buildings.
The DWMPUDS identifies a number of Precinct Strategy
Areas which represent strategic redevelopment areas
will assist in transforming the City’s waterfront.
These strategies are dependent upon the extent of
City intervention and investment, feasibility of the
proposed strategies and development objectives of
private landowners. Strategies for the Rowing Club
and Reynolds site; Blockhouse Island and Water Street;
Development South of Water Street; Brockville Landing;
and Gilbert Marine/Brockville Yacht Club have been
proposed for consideration and further evaluation.
The alternative Master Plans provide a compilation of
these Precinct Strategy Areas and illustrate how the
waterfront may evolve in accordance with the strategies
and guidelines outlined in the DWMPUDS.
Consistent with this Strategy, the Official Plan will
provide a clear policy framework managing growth
and development within the Downtown and Central
Waterfront Area and assist in implementing the urban
design and built form guidelines of the DWMPUDS.
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The DWMPUDS has been prepared by the City of Brockville and MMM Group Limited in consultation with
Future Cities International and Miguel Escobar Architect. The City has worked with the consulting team to
prepare this document and has circulated the DWMPUDS to the City’s steering committee and various City
departments, and stakeholders for review and comment. The study process has involved extensive public
consultation and community workshops which has provided invaluable local and community input into the
preparation of the DWMPUDS, as discussed in Section 2.3.

1 introduction

The City of Brockville is in the process of preparing a new
Official Plan. An Official Plan is a statutory document
which sets out the land use policy direction for long-term
growth and development in the City of Brockville for
the next 20 years. In addition to direction from the City’s
Community Strategic Plan to prepare a new Official Plan,
the existing Plan is over 20 years old, which exceeds its
defined planning horizon. As such, the City initiated the
process to create a new Plan. To inform policy in the new
Plan, three strategies have been prepared:
»» Land Use and Growth Management Strategy;
»» Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan and Urban
Design Strategy; and
»» Economic Development Strategy.
Concurrent with the Official Plan, the City is also
undertaking an Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan (ICSP), which will direct policy by establishing a
set of sustainability goals and targets. These goals and
targets will ensure overall interaction between the three
strategies, the Community Strategic Plan adopted in
April of 2009, other municipal plans, strategies and
documents, and with the City’s decision-making process.
The process to develop the ICSP is ongoing and has
progressed towards a Discussion Paper on Integrated
Community Sustainability.

This Report contains the Downtown and Waterfront
Master Plan and Urban Design Strategy (DWMPUDS), an
important strategy in the creation of the new Official Plan
for the City of Brockville. The DWMPUDS recommends
land use and urban design policies and guidelines relating
to the downtown and waterfront, including:
»» An update to the existing Waterfront Master Plan,
1991;
»» A Public Realm Strategy; and
»» Built Form and Urban Design Guidelines.
These strategies form the basis for an overall Master
Plan and urban design strategy for the City’s downtown
and waterfront.
In the context of an urban environment, everything
we see and everything we touch exists as a result of a
decision made by an individual or a group. Urban design
is a coordinated act of creating and sustaining distinct
places through the collaboration and commitment of
a wide range of stakeholders. It begins by reaching an
understanding of both the physical context of the place
and the needs and aspirations of the community.
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1.1 Brockville
Official Plan
Project – Overview
Urban design is the process of shaping the built form,
and spaces in-between, allowing communities to
determine their own sense of place, and reflect shared
values, diversity and history. This process affects the
physical design, the quality of life and the economic
vitality through an integrated coordination of:
»» community involvement;
»» a sustainable urban strategy;
»» a concern for the contextual character of the place
and its people;
»» the relationship of the elements that make up the
public domain such as buildings, streets, squares,
parks, and waterways;
»» architectural expression;
»» connectivity;
»» healthy living;
»» nature;
»» place-making;
»» heritage and memory; and
»» implementation.
The downtown and waterfront area in the City of
Brockville occupies some of the region’s oldest and
most significant public spaces within its boundaries.
These historic communities embody a shared passion
for the City, from the residents who live here, to visitors
from elsewhere in the City and abroad.
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The City of Brockville and its 21,957 residents (Statistics
Canada, 2006) have initiated the process to create a
new Official Plan. This new Official Plan is intended to
guide land use and development for a 20-year time
horizon to the year 2031.
The City of Brockville Official Plan program presents an
exciting opportunity for Council, City staff, the residents
and other members of the community to be involved
in shaping their own future by helping to guide the
planning foundation and direction of the City for the
next 20 years. The Official Plan project is in response
to the evolving Provincial policy initiatives such as the
Provincial Policy Statement and amendments to the
Planning Act.
The development of the Official Plan requires specific
analysis and consultation to determine the most
effective policies to guide change over the next 20
years. The Official Plan project is subdivided into
three phases as denoted in Figure 1. Phase I involves
a comprehensive approach by preparing several
key studies denoted above which will provide the
Foundation for the new Official Plan. Phase II of the
project integrates the results of Phase I leading to the
preparation of the Land Use & Growth Management
Strategy. Phase III will integrate results from Phases I
and II, culminating in the preparation of the Official
Plan. The Official Plan is expected to be ready for
adoption by City Council in late spring/early summer
of 2010 and will then be forwarded to the Ontario
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing for approval.

The focus of the project is to establish a strategy for the
management of change in the City of Brockville. The
primary objectives include:
»» Identify opportunities for growth in the City;
»» Incorporate policies into the new Official Plan that
are clear, environmentally progressive, and promote
a sustainable and healthy community;
»» Evaluate employment lands with the view to
accommodate growth and respond to emerging
employment trends;
»» Maintain an appropriate balance of residential to
non-residential land uses;
»» Conform to provincial initiatives, particularly the
Provincial Policy Statement;
»» Establish, a framework for urban design guidelines
and architectural control policies, and incorporate
an urban design plan for the downtown and
waterfront area;

»» Enhance policies to support cultural and built
heritage;
»» Incorporate policies which focus on the public use
of the waterfront and expansion of the parks, trails,
and open space systems;
»» Build on efforts to revitalize the community, such as
the Community Improvement Plans;
»» Make provisions in the Official Plan to address
recent amendments to the Planning Act
including matters such as complete applications
requirements, development permit systems, public
meeting requirements, etc.; and
»» Establish a framework for a socio-economic
development mission and strategies which will
provide recommendations related to land use and
development.
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1.2 Foundations
As identified in Figure 1, the first phase of the Official
Plan Project provided the technical background and the
development of emerging planning themes (Figure 2).
The second phase involved the development of three
interrelated strategies, which will inform policy in
the new Official Plan and Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan to be completed in the final phase.

The Foundation Report, adopted by Council on
June 23, 2009, brought together a set of
recommendations to move towards the completion
of the detailed strategies. The recommendations were
based on input received from Council, the community,
and City staff. These strategies will assist in developing
policy in the new Official Plan.

Figure 1 | Official Plan Project Process

October 2008
Project Initiation

Phase 1

April 2009
Foundation Report

Opportunities for
Public Participation

Feb. 2009
Project Kick-off
Community Workshop
March 2009
Eco-Dev Mission
Workshop

March 2009
Downtown and
Waterfront Workshop
May 2009
Public Open House #1

June 2009
Council Adoption

Phase 2

August 2009

Opportunities for
Public Participation

• Land Use and Growth
Management Strategy,
• Economic
Development Strategy,
• Downtown and
Waterfront Master
Plan and Urban Design
Strategy

Adopted Official Plan and
Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan
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Nov. 2009
Community Workshop
on the Strategies

Dec. 2009 Council
Adoption

Phase 3

June 2010

1

Sept. 2009
Public Open House #2

Opportunities for
Public Participation

Early April 2010
Public Open House #3

Late May
2010
Statutory
Public
Meeting

Figure 2 | Official Plan Project Process
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1.3 Strategies
Phase two of the Official Plan project includes the
preparation of three strategies. The three strategies are:
»» The Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan and
Urban Design Strategy;
»» The Economic Development Strategy; and
»» This Land Use and Growth Management Strategy.
The three strategies are described in Figure 3. In addition,
the City is currently undertaking an Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan, as described in Section 1.4.

1.3.1 DOWNTOWN & WATERFRONT
MASTER PLAN & URBAN DESIGN
STRATEGY
The quality, history, accessibility and present design of
the City’s waterfront and downtown all contribute to the
notion of the waterfront and the downtown as having
cultural heritage significance. The Strategy takes into
consideration criteria and issues that are important to the
City of Brockville, will be used to shape the development
of policy in the downtown and the waterfront areas. In
particular, the Strategy proposes alternative locations for a
number of water-based activities to alleviate the growing
needs of visitors, promote and maintain connectivity
between and determine the use of the downtown and
the waterfront area, as well as promote the downtown
and waterfront as areas for living, working, and as a
tourism destination. This strategy also addresses the

sequence of parks and open spaces along the waterfront,
and the future use of the Reynolds lands. The review also
examines the juxtaposition between the need for high
density development and existing urban fabric and heritage
elements which have characterized the charm of Brockville.

1.3.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY
With an eye on prosperity, the Economic Development
Strategy charts the future economy of the City of
Brockville and influences the land use planning direction
for the Official Plan. Defined by the key values of the
Community, the Socio-Economic Mission defines the
long-term direction of economic development to ensure,
at all times, compatibility with these values. Flexibility
in strategies is essential and they must be adjusted
frequently according to the economic conditions that
prevail; this is especially crucial in the present economic
turbulence. The Strategies also support the goals of
the Socio-Economic Mission, which enables the City
to pursue various avenues of sustainable economic
growth, both in the short-term and long-term, as
conditions change. This results in effective steps being
taken to implement the Socio-Economic Mission.
Partnerships between the public and private sector will
be crucial – the City, in conjunction with senior levels
of government, will work with the private sector to
create conditions for appropriate economic expansion
and growth of developing businesses and employment
within those optimized conditions.

Figure 3 | Planning Strategies
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Downtown and Waterfront
Master Plan and Urban
Design Strategy

1.4 Integrated
Community
Sustainability plan
1.3.3 LAND USE & GROWTH
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

The Community Sustainability Plan prepared in the
Foundation Report recommended that “the City could
support principles of sustainability, consider long-term
needs and impacts of decision making, and ensure that
planning is holistic as a result of integrated decision
making and goal setting by undertaking an Integrated
Community Sustainability Plan”.

This Land Use and Growth Management Strategy
(LU&GMS) builds on the recommendations from
the Foundation Report and identifies recommended
planning policy directions and a structure for growth and
development for the City of Brockville. It is developed
on the basis of a local, contextually-appropriate,
appreciation of Provincial planning policy. This Report
also provides recommendations regarding growth,
servicing, transportation, and land use, all of which will
assist in providing policy direction in the Official Plan.

Integrated Community Sustainability Plans (ICSPs)
are defined in Ontario’s 2005 Federal Gas Tax
(FGT) Agreement as long-term plans developed in
consultation with community members that provide
direction for the community to realize sustainability
objectives, including environmental, cultural, social and
economic objectives.

Planning at the official plan level is carried out within
a framework established by both Provincial legislation
and the primary policy documents prepared by the
Province of Ontario. Provincial policy is implemented by
the Brockville Official Plan as illustrated in Figure 4. The
City’s Official Plan is then implemented by a series of
planning tools established in its Official Plan such as a
zoning by-law and development control.

While ICSPs are not required to be prepared by
municipalities in Ontario where an Official Plan is in
place, the ICSS will be prepared in order to demonstrate
that the City of Brockville is engaged in initiatives that
support municipal sustainability. It will also ensure
that the City has access to federal funds for municipal
infrastructure projects and sustainability planning
initiatives in the future.

The Provincial land use policy regime is established
through the Planning Act and the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS).

Figure 4 | Ontario’s Planning
Framework

Level of Detail

Planning Act
Provincial Policy
Statement 2005
Official Plan

Zoning By-law
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Provincial Policy
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Policy
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1.5 Downtown &
Waterfront Study
Area
The Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan encompasses
lands primarily within the City’s downtown and central
waterfront, in addition to the St. Lawrence Park and
Islands, and the City’s Water Pollution Control Centre,
located on lands owned by the City in the Township of
Elizabethtown-Kitley (Figure 5).
The Study Area has been expanded from the existing
Waterfront Master Plan to generally include lands
within the City’s downtown area to provide a consistent
and comprehensive approach to integrate the
downtown and waterfront. The Downtown and Central
Waterfront Study Area generally reflects the Project
Area of the Community Improvement Plan prepared
in 2004 and modified in 2007, which extended the
original boundaries of the Downtown and Waterfront
Area.

The following summarizes each of the four areas and
describes the relationships between them.

1.5.1 Downtown & Central
Waterfront
The Downtown and Central Waterfront Area (DCWA)
contains some of the most significant urban history
in Canada, complemented by a wide range of vibrant
recreational activities in a rich environmental setting. In fact,
Brockville benefits from a set of historical, environmental,
social and economic assets that combine to provide one of
the highest qualities of life in eastern Ontario.
These assets include the public waterfront, the Court
House, a catalogue of centenary homes and architecture,

Figure 5 | Study Area

St. Lawrence
Park
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Downtown and Central
Waterfront

Water
Pollution
Control
Centre

a stunning New England-style Square (a formal central
green highlighting the surrounding buildings), the City
Hall, the Railway Tunnel, its urban forests and of course, its
special historic place in the building of Canada illustrated
by the many expositions in the Brockville Museum.
Brockville also benefits from an active recreational
waterfront attracting tour boats, pleasure boats from afar
and divers to an extensive freshwater diving resource. The
3.5 kilometre waterfront in the Downtown Area forms
part of an extensive park system that is continuously
growing beyond the DCWA providing access to all of the
citizens of Brockville.
Despite the natural and built beauty of this historically
rich community, there remain many challenges to
overcome. Some of the identified challenges include:

1.5.2 St. Lawrence Park
St. Lawrence Park is located between King Street
West and the waterfront west of Rivers Avenue,
approximately 1.5 kilometres west of the DCWA. Used
by the general public and divers, the park also includes
the City’s water treatment plant.
St. Lawrence Park is one of the City’s most attractive
waterfront parks. The park occupies approximately
18 acres (7.3 ha) and permits camping on a daily
and weekly basis during the summer with a mix of
fully-serviced and non-serviced sites. The park has a
beautiful, clean, supervised sandy beach that boasts
modern facilities and a canteen.

»» large empty lots on King Street and the waterfront;
»» empty stores;
»» commercial and retail discontinuity on King Street;
»» lack of prominent historical area markers;
»» unorganized physical continuity on the waterfront
by diverse and incompatible uses;
»» discontinuity of pedestrian access to some areas of
the waterfront;
»» lack of urban façade at the waterfront;
»» many unframed views of significant natural and
historical assets;
»» smaller street widths; and
»» incompatible building stock in key waterfront
locations.
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1.5.3 The Islands
Located at the eastern most tip of The Thousand
Islands, this pristine and fragile group of islands and
shoals complements Brockville’s waterfront experience.
They are occupied by some seasonal residents and used
by boaters, campers, and divers.

»» Additional Docking and Breakwater Feasibility
Studies;
»» Existing Waterfront Master Plan (refer to Section 2.0);
»» Various resolutions from the City’s Service Delivery
Review Directives (refer to Section 2.0); and
»» Parking Characteristics, Central Business District
and Brockville General Hospital.

1.6.1 Community Strategic Plan
The City of Brockville’s Community Strategic Plan (CSP)
was initiated by Mayor and Council in the Summer
of 2008, as part of a desire to bring the City’s Vision,
Mission and Official Plan up to date. The CSP was
subsequently adopted by Council on April 14, 2009.
The purpose of the CSP is to use the unique assets of
the City to create new opportunities for growth and
development in the future.

1.5.4 Water Pollution Control
Centre Lands

The Vision for the City of Brockville is established by the
City’s Community Strategic Plan as identified below.

The City’s Water Pollution Control Centre (WPCC) is
located on lands just east of the City of Brockville, in the
Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley, on lands owned by the
City of Brockville. The WPCC is recognized as an important
asset in the City’s public open space network and is
viewed as an opportunity to accommodate waterfront
related activities and provide a more comprehensive parks
and open space system across the City.

“Mayor and Council are committed to making Brockville
a better place to live, work and play and to enjoy an
exceptional quality of life. Brockville is committed to
families, to an economy that offers opportunities to
grow and prosper, to providing amenities that are
second to none and conducting our business in a way
that is both environmentally and financially sustainable.
We encourage the guidance and assistance of our
citizens to make this happen.”

1.6 Past Studies
A number of supporting studies have been prepared
that form the basis for the preparation of the
DWMPUDS and provide input into the development of
the public realm strategy, built form and urban design
strategy and overall Master Plan. These studies include,
but are not limited to:
»» Community Strategic Plan;
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»» Vision 2020 Report;
»» Tourist Destination Project Report;
»» Leeds and Grenville Jump Team Report;
»» Community Vitality Report;
»» Community Improvement Plan for Downtown
Brockville;
»» Brownfields Community Improvement Plan;
»» Anchor Attraction Report;
10

The CSP further establishes a mission statement and
strategic objectivity, which will influence land use
planning decisions.

1.6.2 Vision 2020 Report
The City of Brockville Economic Development Strategic
Plan (2000), or Vision 2020, provides a vision, economic
development strategies and action plans for Brockville
based on a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats analysis of the existing economic base. The
report recommends a number of actions to improve the
competitiveness of the community, particularly in terms
of attracting employment. The report also recognizes
the importance and vulnerability of the manufacturing
sector in Brockville, which accounts for about half of
the City’s employment. The Economic Development
Strategy being undertaken as part of the Official
Plan project will update and replace the Economic
Development Strategic Plan.

1.6.3 Tourist Destination Project
Report
The Final Report of the Premiere-Ranked Tourist Destination
Project (2008) assesses the tourism competitiveness of
Brockville and the surrounding area (Front of Yonge
Township, Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley, Township
of Prescott, Township of Augusta, Township of Athens,
and the Township of Edwardsburg/Cardinal). The report
notes the importance of tourism in Brockville and the
surrounding areas. In 2004, the United Counties of Leeds
Grenville attracted a total of 1,932,393 guests, who spent
a total of $188,744,895. The key attractions include the
Thousand Islands, the St. Lawrence River and the area’s
natural and built heritage. Supporting attractions include
the Brockville Arts Centre, performing arts, scuba diving
and outdoor recreation. The report also sheds light on
other assets and areas in need of improvement in terms of
attracting tourists or improving the tourism experience.
The report identifies that key tourist attractions including
the natural heritage and recreational features associated
with the waterfront including the St. Lawrence River,
built heritage and the Brockville Arts Centre should be
highlighted as key attractions in the DCWA.

1.6.4 Leeds and Grenville –
Resource Jump Team Report (2003)
Leeds and Grenville is the region encompassing the
settlements of Brockville, Gananoque, Prescott and
Kemptville as well as the rural areas in between. The
Resource Jump Team concept is a pilot project created
as part of a recommendation by the Task Force Report
on Rural Economic Renewal. The Resource Jump
Team brings together experts and local officials and
community leaders in order to discuss their plans for
future community branding, marketing, downtown
revitalization, community improvement, tourism and small
business development. The Resource Jump Team reviews
the communities’ proposals and, based on their expertise,
provides recommendations for future actions. The Leeds
and Grenville assignment was a pilot project for the
Resource Jump Team program, funded primarily by the
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing in Ontario.
The Report provides general observations regarding
the communities, as well as recommendations related
to branding and starting points for action. The Report
recommends a “family” of brands to recognize
that there are common strengths across Leeds and
Grenville that could be marketed; the brands should

focus on specific routes or communities. The Report
also recommends a number of actions intended to
improve tourism and marketability, including walking
tours, brand creation, a review of communications,
development of more web sites, design guidelines for
main street and downtown areas, and revitalization
incentive programs (i.e. Community Improvement Plans).
The Report generally promotes a focus on Brockville’s
assets such as built heritage, the waterfront and
“main street” areas and the need for consistent design
guidelines for the downtown and waterfront area.

1.6.5 Community Vitality Report
The Community Vitality Report (2007) provides a
measure of Brockville’s quality of life. Residents and
community leaders were asked – through a series of
surveys, focus groups and other methods – about
why they live in Brockville, their employment, quality
of health care, education and more. The community
generally identified the natural heritage, waterfront,
built and cultural heritage, a strong artistic community
and safety (low crime rates) as the community’s assets.
Opportunities for employment for young people and
difficulty in getting planning projects completed were
cited as areas in need of improvement.
The Community Vitality Report provides a good
overview of what the public generally views as
Brockville’s assets and opportunities, which should be
considered in the preparation of the DWMPUDS.

1.6.6 Community Improvement Plan
for Downtown Brockville
The Community Improvement Plan for Downtown
Brockville (2007) implements various programs
that are intended to improve the appearance and
economic vitality of Downtown Brockville. The CIP
has a horizon of June 30, 2011. To have the ability
to access programs, approvals for applications must
be obtained by December 2011. The primary goal of
the Plan is to promote commercial revitalization in
Downtown Brockville, which includes the promotion
of residential development and the conversion of
upper-floor commercial buildings into residential units.
The Plan provides several grant programs to eligible
property owners and projects, including a tax increment
equivalent grant for rehabilitation and redevelopment
projects, a heritage signage grant program for owners
or tenants who want to construct a heritage-themed
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sign, and a building and plumbing permit fee grant
program. All of these programs are offered at Councils
discretion. The financial incentive programs are available
to residential and commercial property owners located
within the designated Community Improvement Project
Area, which includes most of the DCWA.
The DWMPUDS will support the goal of the Community
Improvement Plan for Downtown Brockville, which is
to create a revitalized commercial base in Downtown
Brockville and ensure that development is appropriate
and compatible.

1.6.7 Brownfields Community
Improvement Plan
The City of Brockville’s Brownfields Community
Improvement Plan (2007) is intended to promote the
revitalization of the downtown area and other specific
sites by providing developers and property owners with a
grant to help offset environmental remediation costs when
building on contaminated sites. The Plan provides grants to
offset a number of costs related to developing brownfield
sites, including: Environmental Site Assessments, Risk
Management Strategies, Action Plans, waste transfer,
fill and grading for replacing soils, demolition, site
development and infrastructure work, legal fees related to
site investigation and remediation, insurance premiums,
on-going site environmental monitoring costs and interim
financing costs. The intent of the financial incentives is to
improve the feasibility of developing certain sites that may
not otherwise be viable for developers. Eligible properties
are defined by the Community Improvement Project Area,
which includes all of the DCWA.

1.6.8 Anchor Attraction Report
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The Anchor Attraction Report (2006) identifies potential
development sites for four waterfront development
projects, including a 60 to 80-bed waterfront hotel,
a 300 to 400-person capacity convention centre, a
new waterfront attraction and an interactive centre
related to the Tunnel. These four actions are part of an
original strategy, recommended to the City Economic
Development and Planning Committee by the Anchor
Attraction Steering Committee, to bring new investment
and people to Downtown Brockville. The Report
recommends 13 potential development blocks (21
sites) that can most appropriately accommodate these
developments and achieve the most rewards to the City
in terms of increased tax revenue and other benefits.
Further, the Report recommends a comprehensive Urban
12

Design Strategy including Urban Design Guidelines
for the Downtown and Waterfront Area, as well as
strategies for transportation, housing, commercialization,
architectural heritage and tourism and recreation.

1.6.9 additional docking &
Breakwater Feasibility Studies
The City has undertaken numerous investigations into
the feasibility of accommodating a new breakwater and
additional berths along the City’s waterfront.

Small Craft Facility Study, 1987 Update
The City undertook an update to the Small Craft Facility
Study in 1987. The study investigated the opportunity
to accommodate additional transient and seasonal
berths along the City’s waterfront at various locations,
including: St. Lawrence Park, Cunningham Park, Hardy
Park – Apple Street, an extensive breakwall on the
eastern side of Blockhouse Island, and Centeen Park.
The report concluded that:
»» An additional 95 transient berths were required
to accommodate demand to 1996. Of the six sites
evaluated only the combined Hardy Park – Apple
Street site was determined to be suitable for
accommodating additional transient berths. This
option involved the partial excavation of Hardy
Park to accommodate a single row of berths on the
west side of Home Street, and additional berths at
the foot of Home Street. A portion of the berths
have since been constructed, which did not involve
the partial excavation of Hardy Park.
»» An additional 275 seasonal berths were required
to accommodate demand to 1996. Only the St.
Lawrence Park site was determined to be suitable
to accommodate seasonal docks on a cost/berth
basis which would involve the purchase of Victoria
Island to accommodate 150 new berths.
»» All the other sites evaluated required a high level
of capital investment which were determined to be
cost prohibitive.

Report to Waterfront Development
Committee, November 2003
In 2003 the City investigated the feasibility of
accommodating additional tourist docking facilities on
the City’s waterfront, including St. Lawrence Park and
the east side of Blockhouse Island, in the form of a
floating dock and breakwater system. It was recognized

that the first choice for additional docking would be
located in the DCWA, at Blockhouse Island. Following
a lengthy investigation, it became apparent that there
are a number of challenges facing the installation of
a floating dock and breakwater system on Brockville’s
waterfront, namely the impacts of wave attenuation
from lake freighter wakes and ice flows.
A marine engineering firm assisted in reviewing various
proposals for a floating dock and breakwater system. At
that time, a floating breakwater was not recommended
for either sites because it may not be able to sustain
long period waves from freighter wakes, and would
need to be removed from the water to avoid damage
from ice flows during the winter months. Based on
their investigations, the marine engineering firm
concluded that a floating breakwater system was not
recommended on Brockville’s waterfront.

breakwater systems, no additional breakwater systems
are proposed. However, should new technologies
emerge and the City wish to consider revisiting the
feasibility of constructing additional breakwater systems,
it is recommended that additional transient/tourist
docking facilities be accommodated within the DCWA.
Furthermore, the feasibility of locating a portion of the
110 seasonal mooring docks of Fuller Marine Services
that will be displaced by development of the Tall Ships
Landing project to St. Lawrence Park should be further
evaluated. It is recognized that this may not be a
favourable option among the residents.

As an alternative, the firm investigated various
breakwater options, such as a timber crib structure,
sheet pile jetty and a bin wall construction; however,
these alternatives at the Blockhouse Island site were
determined to be cost prohibitive because of the
significant water depth which extends up to 50 feet.
Further investigations concluded that a docking facility
at St. Lawrence Park, from a business plan perspective
would not be financially viable as it would take
upwards of 30 years to recoup the capital investment
costs. Furthermore, the St. Lawrence Park site is not
close to the downtown, and not a prime location to
accommodate additional tourist docking facilities.
Given the high costs of additional in-water docks on the
City’s waterfront, other alternatives were recommended
to increase the supply of downtown tourist docking,
including:
»» reviewing the City’s policy of providing seasonal
dock slips to local residents;
»» reassigning all the seasonal berths in Tunnel Bay
to tourist docking, resulting in the displacement of
seasonal boaters; and
»» reallocating the existing seasonal berths in Tunnel
Bay to tourist docking as existing seasonal boaters
turn back their slips. This could involve a 5-10 year
reallocation period depending on the yearly turn back.
Based on the investigations undertaken to date and
the feasibility of constructing additional docking and
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2 Background

2.1 Goals &
Objectives
The new Official Plan for the City of Brockville will
incorporate urban design policies for the management
of the future development of the downtown and
waterfront area. These policies will address issues and
recommendations that cover a wide range of elements
that together, serve as the basis for the creation of a
unique downtown and waterfront place.
The City of Brockville is committed to taking a
leadership role to continue to promote a high quality
of life in the downtown and waterfront as a strategy
to protect the sense of place, promote its way of life
and ensure economic vitality. This will be undertaken by
approaching urban design through the Official Plan and
updates to the City’s Zoning By-law.
To this end, it is proposed that urban design objectives
and principles form an integral part of the City’s land
use planning and decision-making process to achieve
the goal of ensuring a high quality of life and a
sustainable urban system.
It is therefore proposed that the City of Brockville set a
series of objectives to confront the multitude of issues

that define the challenges of an urban design policy,
including:
»» Achieve and sustain a sense of place that is unique
to the City of Brockville in the protection of its
buildings and spaces as well as in the development
of new buildings and spaces that will form part
of the urban fabric and that the resulting form be
sustainable, attractive, safe, functional and sensitive
to its environment;
»» Reinforce Brockville’s image as being rich in history,
community and beauty;
»» Promote the Downtown and Waterfront Area as a
tourism and community destination;
»» Provide flexible policy for physical development to
meet evolving trends and circumstances, including
the development of mixed-use buildings;
»» Promote sustainable planning and management
practices in both building construction as well as
neighbourhood design; and
»» Ensure that detailed urban design guidelines are
established to guide development in both the
public and private realm.
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2.1.1 Downtown & Waterfront
Goals and Targets
A number of goals and targets that are related to the
City’s downtown and waterfront areas are introduced
by the Integrated Community Sustainability Discussion
Paper, which has been prepared in association with
this Strategy document. The recommended strategies
will be carried forward as part of the broader ICSP and
Official Plan project for the City of Brockville.
The following goals and targets deal specifically with
the City’s downtown and waterfront areas and touch
on many of the issues and directions. They will be
carried forward and fine tuned as part of the City’s
Official Plan and downtown and waterfront planning
process:

2.1.2 Sustainable Downtown &
Waterfront Goals:
»» To balance the use of the City’s Islands.
»» To revitalize the downtown area.
»» To protect and enhance the waterfront as an active
and publicly accessible place, and to promote
the redevelopment and future uses along the
waterfront, while maintaining the existing built
character.
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»» To ensure that new development and
redevelopment in the DCWA is subject to enhanced
control/protection in order to maintain the unique
built heritage/architectural identity of the area.
»» To require that all new development has considered
environmental impacts and is subject to sustainable
and energy efficient development and design
standards.
»» To coordinate pedestrian, cyclist and motor vehicle
traffic and circulation to and within the downtown
and waterfront areas in order to ensure accessibility
and to promote the viability of these areas.
»» To strengthen the role of the City’s downtown area
as a multi-functional, economic centre, serving the
immediate area as well as the greater region.
»» To preserve and enhance the unique character and
experience of the downtown area and to ensure
that it remains vibrant and attractive to residents
and visitors alike, for its culture, shopping, and
attractions.
»» To grow and promote the City’s tourism industry,
amenities, and events, with a focus on the
downtown and waterfront areas.
»» To develop incentive programs to ensure
participation by the private sector in business
development, investment, and downtown
revitalization.

2.1.3 Downtown & Waterfront
Targets:
»» By 2031, the number of people working and living
in the DCWA will increase.
»» By 2031, the City’s Islands and the waterfront will
develop as complete communities that are more
publicly accessible.
»» By 2031, the City’s DCWA will be the focus of a
vibrant and aesthetic Brockville. Both areas will
be connected, and will reflect the City’s character,
establish a sense of place, and offer pedestrian/
public experiences including connectivity,
walkability, community, and safety.

As additional goals and targets are identified and
refined for the DCWA, they will be included as part
of the ICSP for the City of Brockville. Those goals and
targets that are related to growth within the City will
also be carried forward through the planning process.
Since there are many planning issues affecting the
City’s downtown and waterfront areas, a very wide
range of goals and targets will apply to these areas and
additional goals and targets should be considered and
carried forward as the ICSP progresses.

»» By 2021, there will be an increase in the number
of energy efficient buildings that have developed
in the DCWA in accordance with sustainable and
energy efficient development and design standards.
»» By 2021, all new development or redevelopment
within the DCWA will be subject to City-wide or
area specific urban design guidelines.
»» By 2021, the dollar amount of private sector
investment leveraged by the City as a result of the
Community Improvement Plans will increase.
»» By 2021, there will be an increase in the number
of local events held annually within the City, and
specifically within the DCWA.
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2.2 City’s Service
Delivery Review
Directives
Council has identified a number of directives and
objectives as part of the City’s Service Delivery Review
Process. The following highlights the key directives
which will influence the preparation of the DWMPUDS:
»» Evaluate the impact of relocating a portion of
the 110 seasonal mooring docks of Fuller Marine
Services that will be displaced by development of
the Tall Ships Landing project to St. Lawrence Park.
»» Install 14 finger docks along the east end of the
seawall of the harbour.
»» Evaluate the impact of relocating the Rowing Club
to St. Lawrence Park.
»» Evaluate the possibility of relocating the boat
launching facilities to the Sewage Treatment
grounds, and evaluate the impact of relocating
the Commercial Dive Charter Operation from St.
Lawrence Park to the Ferry Street Rowing Club
as well as shore-based divers from Centeen Park
& Blockhouse Island and develop the adjacent
Reynolds Park into a combined parking lot for
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divers/public and green space (occupying the
current Rowing Club building that will be vacant if
the Rowing Club moves to St. Lawrence Park).
»» Evaluate the impact of relocating the Commercial
Dive Charter Operation from St. Lawrence Park as
well as the shore-based divers from Centeen Park
& Blockhouse Island to the east end of Brockville
(occupying the current WPCC administrative
building that will be vacant when the plant
expansion is complete).
These directives have been reviewed in the preparation
of the Master Plan and Precinct Strategy Areas.

2.3 Community
Consultation
The Official Plan project involved an extensive Public
Engagement Strategy to actively involve the community
and stakeholders in the preparation of the Official Plan,
and the DWMPUDS.

The intent of the workshops was to build upon the
overarching elements identified in the City’s new
Community Strategic Plan (February 2009), and relate
the City’s vision to planning matters.

The Public Engagement Strategy recommended the
need to hold community workshops with stakeholders
and members of the public. Three community
workshops were held to launch the Official Plan project,
which included:

The first of three Public Open Houses was held at the
Brockville Memorial Centre Community Hall on May 25,
2009 to present the highlights of the draft Foundation
Report and to follow-up on the public comments
received at the previous community workshops, this
included a specific workshop related to the downtown
and waterfront.

»» Community Forum Workshop, February 26, 2009;
»» Economic Development Workshop, March 3, 2009;
and the
»» Downtown and Waterfront Workshop, March 4,
2009.

The following provides a summary of these
consultations as they relate to the DWMPUDS.
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2.3.1 Downtown & Waterfront
Workshop, March 4, 2009
The purpose of the workshop was to evaluate how the
community values and goals have evolved since the
preparation of the Waterfront Master Plan. Overall,
the results of the community workshop confirmed
the values and goals identified in the Master Plan,
and provided an opportunity for refinement and the
identification of evolving community values.
The participants were charged with providing direct
input on how they see their downtown and waterfront
area currently, and how they envision it over the next
20 years. To summarize, the participants identified the
following matters that should be considered:

Waterfront
»» Accommodate commercial and recreation/water
transportation/tourism and open space uses;
»» Maintain open space and heritage look to
buildings;
»» Provide abundance of walkways and more
residential uses with heritage look to buildings;
»» Protect and expand the open space area; and
»» Provide connected walkways and waterfront
commercial uses (e.g. docking facilities, shops).

Downtown
»» Accommodate a mix of commercial and residential
uses and recreational uses;
»» Mixed use buildings should have a heritage look;
»» Protect the heritage look of buildings;
»» Create more vibrant street life; and
»» No vacant buildings.

Downtown North of King Street
»» Accommodate increased residential density with a
heritage look, institutional, commercial and tourism
uses;
»» Provide more open space which is well maintained;
and
»» Ensure nice looking buildings that take into
account the City’s heritage.

St. Lawrence Park
»» Accommodate passive recreation and open space;
and
»» Provide lots of green open space and activities for
youth.

Islands
»» Encourage ecotourism uses; and
»» Maintain existing untouched and natural
environments.
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The input received from the workshops was analyzed to
determine emergent themes, which included: public use
of the water’s edge; form and density of development;
and development south of Water Street.
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2.3.2 Downtown & Waterfront
Public Open House and Workshop,
may 25, 2009
The themes were then used to organize the input from
each of the workshops to present at the Public Open
House and Workshop held on May 25, 2009. Of the
three themes, the following identifies the top three
responses from the workshop participants:

Public Use of the Water’s Edge
»» Maintain public access and public use of
Blockhouse Island;
»» Maintain and preserve parks, green spaces and
equipment for public use and recreation; and
»» Provide additional public access to the waterfront.

Form and Density of Development
»» Maintain and encourage heritage feel and quality
architecture in existing and new construction;

»» Promote mixed-use development and maintain low
building heights; and
»» Preserve the existing City skyline and visibility from
the waterfront by:
»» enhancing the south (back) side of buildings
facing King Street; and
»» creating a building foundation to assist local
business owners with access to low interest
funding for beautification purposes.

Development South of Water Street
»» No new development (buildings);
»» Increase the green space and recreational uses and
add more public amenities like an open-air theatre;
and
»» Clean-up the area and remove/repair old buildings
that need to be repaired.
The DWMPUDS seeks to further articulate and
embellish the ideas and principles identified through
the community consultations, while recognizing the
sometimes competing interests, in order to achieve the
best interests of the public.
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2.3.3 Public Open House,
September 9, 2009
The second Public Open House was held on September
9, 2009 with the purpose of introducing and discussing
the three Strategy documents that were developed
from the necessary comments and feedback provided
by the community. The three Strategies include:
»» the Economic Development Strategy;
»» the Land Use and Growth Management Strategy; and
»» the Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan and
Urban Design Strategy.
The preliminary discussion paper on the Integrated
Community Sustainability Plan was also introduced at
this meeting.
Over 80 participants attended the Open House,
where they were asked to review the display boards
and provide any questions, comments or concerns
with respect to the Strategy documents or the overall
project. This was accomplished by writing comments
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on colour-coordinated post-it notes and attaching them
directly on the display boards.
Comments and suggestions provided for the Economic
Development Strategy included improving and
expanding on Brockville’s Farmer’s Market, seeking
out regional partnerships to increase the City’s market
exposure, and proposing methods to attract business
and industry to the area. Comments on the Land Use
and Growth Management Strategy included concerns
about servicing development, expansions to the City
development lands, connectivity to rail corridors and
traffic.
Comments on the Downtown and Waterfront Master
Plan and Urban Design Strategy pertained to the
reconfiguration of Water Street, re-use/re-development
of older buildings, downtown tourist attractions, the
future use and programming of St. Lawrence Park,
the potential relocation of the Dive Charters and
rowing club, and proposed new development in the
downtown.

2.3.4 Public Workshop,
November 9, 2009
As a follow-up to the second Open House, a Public
Workshop was held on November 9, 2009 to discuss
the draft Economic Development Strategy, draft Land
Use and Growth Management Strategy, and the draft
Downtown and Waterfront Master Plan and Urban
Design Strategy. Participants were able to review display
boards containing information on the draft Strategy
documents. They were then asked to choose two of
the three Strategies they were most interested in and
participate in facilitated group discussions that focused
on the specific strategy document.
Concerns included the need for additional boating/
recreational opportunities (i.e. new docks and diving
spots), building heights in the Downtown and the
concern over the potential for a high rise skyline of the
City, the need for a comprehensive business plan for
the Downtown and economic incentives that attract
sustainable development, the need to encourage and
support affordable housing opportunities, and the
need to build and expand the Brock Trail. Participants
also focused on what they liked and did not want to

see changed in the Strategy documents, including
encouraging more people to live downtown, promoting
revitalization and public access to the waterfront, the
realignment of Water Street and the use of the tunnel
area, encouraging an on-street cycling network, and
attracting institutional uses to the downtown area.
Throughout the initiative, many participants have
acknowledged and commented on the extensive
public consultation process that has been undertaken
to develop Brockville’s new Official Plan. The input
that has been received so far in the project process
has been extensive. In less than one year, seven
consultation exercises have been held in order to
provide a framework for the development of the
Official Plan. The public forums, meetings, open houses
and workshops that have been well attended by citizens
of Brockville, have brought key issues and concerns to
the surface, and have painted a vivid picture of how
these communities of Brockville want their City to look,
function and evolve.
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2.4 Structure of the
Existing Waterfront
Master Plan &
Proposed Strategies
The following provides a high level summary of the
structure and strategies proposed in the existing Master
Plan to determine their relevance today. Although
the Waterfront Master Plan was never endorsed by
Council, it does provide staff guidance with respect to
the vision, principles and urban design within the Study
Area. A thorough review of the existing Master Plan
has identified strategies and areas which need to be
updated and reconsidered to reflect current standards
and circumstances and the revised boundary of the
Study Area.
The existing Master Plan is comprised of three major
components:
»» An overall waterfront concept plan which sets
out the framework of public space around which
private redevelopment could occur;
»» A three dimensional urban design plan to provide
direction regarding the appropriate scale and
height of buildings; and
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»» Design guidelines to prescribe conditions in the
form of density, height of buildings, setbacks, and
coverage.
This initial examination of the Master Plan will
recommend areas that should be updated as a result of
recent public consultation and emerging trends within
the City of Brockville.

2.4.1 Section 2 – Goals of the
Waterfront Master Plan
The goal of the Waterfront Master Plan, 1991 (Section
2.0) is to create a liveable waterfront by achieving:
»» better connections – by improving the continuity of
open space along the waterfront;
»» better fit – to ensure that new development is
compatible and sensitive to the urban character
and qualities of the core area; and
»» better use – by balancing a variety of uses along
the waterfront.
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The core values of the Waterfront Master Plan are based
on the premise that:

2.4.2 Section 4 – Built Form Analysis
of the Waterfront

»» The water’s edge is clearly identified as public and
should be accessible to all;

Section 4.0 of the Master Plan analyzes the character of
the built form in the Study Area. The Study Area covers
an area approximately 1 kilometre by 3.5 kilometres
or approximately 350 hectares via a grid system of
regularly spaced streets. It includes the downtown
and waterfront generally south of Water Street,
Cunningham Park to the west and Centeen Park to the
east. Situated on the shores of the St. Lawrence River,
downtown Brockville rises from the waterfront over a
terrain that peaks in the north at the Court House and
Court House Green.

»» The public open space system is diverse, connected
and consolidated along the waterfront;
»» The street is the fundamental public space in a
neighbourhood and as such should accommodate
the diversity of activity that constitutes our daily
lives – walking, driving, shopping, play, casual
interaction with neighbours, etc.;
»» The physical and visual access provided on the
north-south streets is protected and enhanced;
»» The north-south streets in the central sector of the
waterfront are connected at the water’s edge to
provide a continuous system;
»» Buildings should be lower in height and built to a
form with a consistent façade close to the street
edge;
»» Building heights should respect the width of their
street and the scale of buildings in the surrounding
neighbourhood;
»» Façades should have windows, doors, cornices,
awnings, displays of merchandise on the sidewalk,
canopies, etc. to enliven the street with groundlevel activity; and
»» Parking should be provided in a structure or belowgrade with access via lanes or off secondary streets.
In a general sense, the Master Plan’s core values have
not materially changed; however, in the context of the
Official Plan program, components of the Master Plan
will require updating to reflect current standards and
circumstances, and the revised boundary of the Study
Area.

1

Based on the extensive community consultations
undertaken as part of the Official Plan project, the
goals and objectives of the Waterfront and Downtown
Master Plan have been confirmed or updated.
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The northern section of the Study Area is comprised
mainly of low density single use and residential
buildings whereas the buildings along King Street
include narrow and deep contiguous commercial lots.
The lots along Water Street adjacent to the waterfront
consist of irregular shaped lots of diverse uses and
undefined street edges. The waterfront consists mainly
of parks and marinas and some residential and mixed
use buildings.
The west boundary of the Study Area consists of private
residential lots which interrupt direct public access
to the water. The west boundary is also defined by
Buell Creek which meanders several kilometers north
and serves as a connector for the Brock Trail from the
waterfront to the north end of the City.
It is quite apparent that the character and built form
of the Study Area has not changed substantially since
1991. This is due to the number of heritage buildings
in the downtown and waterfront area and the function
and importance of the travelled roads.
Section 4.1 of the Master Plan refers to built form in
the core area. While the majority of this information is
still accurate, new information should be implemented
that reflects new City-initiated and privately-initiated
redevelopment projects including Brockville Landing,
the Tall Ships Landing, and the Wedgewood projects.

This section should also be updated to reflect the
nature of the current built-form. The recommendation
from this section of the Master Plan should be carried
forward which states that “the extension of the
downtown street, block, and building pattern must
be the foundation for building a vital neighbourhood
and integrating the waterfront with the downtown
core. Only this way can waterfront redevelopment
complement the downtown core.”

2.4.3 Section 5 – Overview of
Existing Conditions
Section 5 of the Master Plan provides an overview of
the existing conditions of land use, property ownership,
access, parking and development within the waterfront.
The Master Plan identifies 4 main sectors within the
Study Area. Over time, the boundaries and character
of these sectors will evolve due to changing of use and
ownership. As such, it is proposed that the boundaries
and characteristics be amended to reflect the existing
circumstances within the Study Area and the revised
Downtown and Waterfront Study Area. An overview
of the existing conditions has been updated and is
provided in Section 3.0 of this Report.

2.4.4 Section 6 – Review of Planning
Policies
Section 6 provides a review of the planning policies in
place at the time. The planning policies have evolved
and are reviewed in Section 3.0 of this Report. The
Master Plan Update is being considered in the context
of an overall update to the City’s Official Plan, which
will provide input and recommendations into the
Official Plan update, in addition to updated zoning bylaw recommendations and urban design guidelines.
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2.4.5 Section 7 – Description of the
Waterfront Master Plan & Section
8 – Suggestions for St. Lawrence
Park and Cunningham Park
Within Sections 7.0 and 8.0 of the Master Plan, several
development concepts within the many Sectors of the
Downtown and Waterfront Area are recommended.
While these still hold value, they should be updated
to reflect new design concepts, development
opportunities, proposed developments, and the
availability of lands. These updated concepts will reflect
the recommendations of the Land Use and Growth
Management Strategy to ensure that the update to the
Master Plan is consistent.
Figure 6 illustrates the existing Waterfront Master
Plan, 1991. The Master Plan has been annotated to
identify structural concepts for the development of
the waterfront which should be revisited and updated
to reflect current circumstances and urban design
principles.

The following structural concepts of the Master Plan
need to be revisited and updated.
1. Extension of Water Street – The Master Plan
proposed the westward extension of Water
Street to intersect with King Street. The City
currently maintains ownership of the parking area
surrounding the existing grocery store. A public
right-of-way is maintained through the parking
lot which connects Water Street to King Street.
It is recommended that the current alignment be
maintained so as not to compromise the extent
of available parking for the grocery store, while
maintaining a viable redevelopment block in the
future.
2. Brockville Landing and EIT Site – The Master
Plan proposed the relocation of the Brockville
Museum and redevelopment of the EIT building
and development of the Brockville Landing Site.
The extension of Kincaid Street was proposed
to facilitate the redevelopment of this block and
enhance access to Hardy Park. This area is identified
as a precinct strategy area for further consideration.

Figure 6 | Existing Master Plan - Concepts to Review

8) ROWING CLUB / REYNOLDS SITE

7) WATER STREET REALIGNMENT

6) BLOCKHOUSE ISLAND

1) EXTENSION OF WATER STREET
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5) DEVELOPMENT SOUTH OF WATER STREET
- PROPOSED WATERSIDE ROAD
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2) BROCKVILLE LANDING / E.I.T. SITE
- EXTENSION OF KINCAID STREET

4) MARINA

N

3. Hardy Park – Hardy Park is intended to remain
as a passive park with a focus on picnicking and
observing river activities. It was anticipated in the
Master Plan that the Museum could be relocated
to create a development parcel along Water
Street and a more substantial waterfront park to
connect Hardy Park and Buell’s Creek. While the
relocation of the museum is no longer seen as a
feasible option, opportunities for integration of the
museum with the park and the expansion of the
park should be contemplated.
4. Marina – The Master Plan proposed improvements
to the marina at the foot of Home Street to
accommodate additional transient berths. A marina
building was also proposed in Hardy Park to meet
the needs of these boaters and provide convenient
access to the downtown. New docking has since
been installed south of Ernie Fox Quay which tends
to accommodate seasonal rather than transient
boaters.
5. Development South of Water Street – The
Master Plan proposed significant redevelopment
within this block. An update to this area is required
to take into consideration the recent planning
approvals related to the Tall Ships Landing project.
The proposed Waterside Road should be revisited
under the current circumstances. This area is
identified as a precinct strategy area for further
consideration.

of Water Street has been identified as a precinct
strategy area for further consideration.
8. Rowing Club and Reynolds Site – The Master
Plan proposed a form of development on the
Reynolds Site which should be reviewed in the
context of maintaining and enhancing public access
and open space along the City’s Waterfront. This
area is identified as a precinct strategy area for
further consideration.

2.4.6 Section 11 – Summary of
Development Guidelines & Section
12 – Implementation
Sections 11.0 and 12.0 of the Master Plan identify
development guidelines and recommendations
on implementation. These guidelines and
recommendations have been updated to reflect the
most up-to-date policies to be implemented in the
Official Plan and Zoning By-law. Furthermore, an
updated Master Plan is required to demonstrate new
design standards and the implementation of the
proposed guidelines.

6. Blockhouse Island – The Master Plan proposed
road configurations within Blockhouse Island
to improve pedestrian access to the waterfront,
through the removal of sections of Blockhouse
Island Parkway and the extension of Ferry Street
into the Park. These revisions will be reviewed in
the context of the public realm strategy.
7. Water Street Realignment – The Master Plan
proposed the realignment of Water Street from
Broad Street to Market Street East (on the south
side of the existing rail tunnel entrance). Benefits
of a realigned Water Street from Broad Street to
Market Street West are anticipated to create a
more cohesive road network and accommodate
greater development opportunity on the north side
of Water Street. The configuration and alignment
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3 Context

3.1 History
The City of Brockville has a rich cultural and
architectural history which uniquely distinguishes the
City’s streets, buildings, open spaces and land use
patterns. Maps and photographs from as early as
1816 illustrate the relationship of Brockville to the St.
Lawrence River waterfront and its vibrant past. These
documents are a testament to the origins of the City
and the significance of its well preserved features such
as the Court House, City Hall and King Street.
The legacy of the historic grid pattern is a significant
asset to Brockville. The traditional main street
character, typified by King Street, facilitates a variety
of commercial, retail and residential uses, inherently
pedestrian-oriented in form and scale.

Strategies and opportunities for redevelopment within
the DCWA should reflect the character, form, and
history of the area. However, while celebrating heritage
can be positive, requiring all building to incorporate
a “heritage design” may not be appropriate. Each
development should be evaluated to determine where
heritage resources exist. For example, redevelopment
of a site in the Central Sector, which is the primary area
that occupies the majority of the heritage buildings in
the DCWA, will need to reflect the character of this
area. However this is distinguishably less critical in the
stable neighbourhoods.

The rich architectural character of downtown
Brockville reinforces the unique views and vistas of the
community, and contributes to a high standard of built
form and public spaces.
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3.2 Current
Conditions
3.2.1 Planning Framework
3.2.1.1	Official Plan
The Official Plan provides guidance for the location
and type of development and redevelopment within
the City. The Plan seeks to preserve and enhance the
character and distinctive role of the downtown as a
major multi-functional centre by encouraging a wide
range of business and commercial uses, and enhancing
opportunities for commercial and tourism development
within the downtown and waterfront area. This is to
be accomplished by maintaining the historical character
of the downtown by protecting and enhancing
the architectural heritage of the built environment
and encouraging a heritage design theme for new
development. The Plan promotes opportunities for
mixed use developments incorporating compatible and
complementary uses.
The existing land use designations and associated
policies will be reviewed and updated in the context
of the Official Plan review, whereas the DWMPUDS
will make recommendations as to the appropriate
land use framework for the Study Area. The existing
built form and urban design guidelines applicable to

the Waterfront Master Plan are addressed in Section
2.0, although the Waterfront Master Plan was never
endorsed by City Council.
Figure 7 illustrates the existing Official Plan designations
which apply to the Study Area. The DCWA is primarily
located within Planning District No. 2. The existing land
use designations and applicable policies are summarized
as follows.

Downtown & Central Waterfront Area
Commercial Downtown
The Commercial Districts reflect a hierarchy of
commercial uses which provide direction as to the type,
scale and location of commercial facilities. Policies in
the Plan may necessitate a study to address the impact
of new retail commercial proposals on the planned
function of the City’s designated commercial areas.
The Commercial Downtown designation encourages
the enhancement of the City’s central business district

Figure 7 | Official Plan Designations
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as a major focus of economic activity with pedestrian
oriented commercial uses in a traditional setting. It
recognizes the proximity of the waterfront and the
extension of life and form of the downtown core
area, which is intended to provide a unique shopping
experience for residents and visitors amongst a variety
of compatible and complimentary uses. Permitted
uses include a broad range of commercial uses such
as retail stores, service uses, restaurants, business and
professional offices, banks and financial institutions,
theatres, marinas, recreational uses, and mixed
commercial/residential buildings. The designation
encourages commercial activity, but also permits
flexibility for stand-alone residential uses within
buildings which have previously been converted
to commercial uses, to residential units as well as
vacant sites, provided the lands do not have direct
frontage on King Street. This is intended to recognize
fluctuating economic conditions and to support existing
commercial activities. New residential development
must be street-oriented, in keeping with the existing
low profile streetscapes, and address the demand
for some future commercial occupancy, such as
professional offices, boutiques or cafés.

of floor space to the lot area. Articulation of building
façades is encouraged.

The built form of the Downtown is recognized to be
primarily of human scale and a pedestrian orientation,
and development will reinforce the existing scale
and character. The guidelines recommended in the
Waterfront Development Study are to be followed and
implemented through appropriate zoning controls,
including density controls through the use of a ratio

Commercial Waterfront Mixed Use

The Plan encourages the designation of the area as a
Heritage Conservation District to maintain and enhance
the historical character of the area.
Parking for major new development within the
downtown is encouraged to be located on-site,
however, off-street parking may be considered in
addition to cash-in-lieu of parking. Parking is prohibited
between the front of main buildings and the street and
accesses should be limited in number and designed to
minimize conflicts with pedestrians.
Tourism related commercial development is encouraged
to add vitality in proximity to the waterfront. In
particular, as demonstrated through feasibility studies, a
hotel development is to be actively pursued.
The Plan supports the enhancement of the downtown
through beautification and infrastructure improvements
and initiatives to encourage private sector investment
and initiatives with the Downtown Business
Improvement Association (DBIA).

The Commercial Waterfront Mixed Use designation
applies specifically to lands associated with the Tall
Ships Landing development, generally on the south side
of Flint Street, east of Ernie Fox Quay and west of Broad
Street. The purpose of the designation is to promote
the development of vacant and underutilized
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waterfront sites as mixed use brownfields waterfront
redevelopments that serve destination-oriented tourist,
shopping and leisure spaces. Such development will
contribute to the waterfront by accentuating waterfront
vistas and public access, and providing wateroriented activities. Permitted uses include residential,
restaurants, retail, personal service establishments,
offices, businesses, a hotel, educational marine centre,
museum, marina and marina-related uses, touristrelated uses and open space. The Plan establishes a
number of built form and design principles that must
be adhered to in order to establish connections with
the downtown and consider view corridors to the
waterfront (i.e., a pedestrian environment, step backs
of building façades from lower storeys, point block
building design to minimize shadowing and view
obstructions, and integration of open spaces, walkways
and green design elements. The policies address the
provision of a continuous and upgraded a pedestrian
linkage system adjacent and within the site, in the form
of pedestrian-oriented zones, walking trails, marina
promenades, elevated walkways, and landscaped areas.
Upgrades and increasing the number of boat slips at
public and private marina facilities is a priority.

Institutional
The Institutional designation generally encompasses the
government and civic buildings and churches surrounding
the Court House Green, City Hall and the Brockville
Museum. The Institutional designation permits a variety
of public buildings, hospitals, clinics, nursing homes and
staff residences, day care facilities, schools, churches,
government and civic buildings and public utility sites.
Residential
The Residential designation applies predominately to
lands on the periphery of the downtown core and
includes such lands as the Brockville Landing site, EIT
site, and the Reynolds site. The Residential designation
permits a variety of predominately residential dwelling
types. Ancillary uses also include churches, day care
facilities, group homes, institutional residences, parks
and local commercial facilities. Commercial facilities are
limited to the sale of goods and personal services which
are required for the surrounding residential areas, such
as limited convenience retail shops and personal service
shops. The Official Plan distinguishes between low,
medium and high residential districts which are outlined
in the implementing Zoning by-law or subsequent
Secondary Plans.
»» Low Density Residential uses include single family
dwellings, semi-detached dwellings, duplex,
converted single family dwellings and accessory
uses with a maximum density of 25 units per net
hectare.
»» Medium Density Residential uses include triplexes,
quadruplexes, maisonettes, row houses and low
profile apartments with a maximum density of 100
units per net hectare.
»» High Density Residential uses include apartment
buildings with a maximum density of 160 units
per net hectare. High Density Residential uses shall
have direct access to a collector or arterial road to
minimize traffic movement through adjacent low
density residential neighbourhoods. Appropriate
transitions must be provided between high and low
density residential uses.
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Open Space
The Official Plan designates public parks and open
spaces along the waterfront as Open Space. Schedule
C - Parks and Open Space further identifies types of
parks and open space based on their intended usage.
Open Space areas along the waterfront, including
the St. Lawrence Park are identified as Community
Parks and Open Space. The Brockville Yacht Club is
identified as a Private Recreational Facility. The Plan
establishes a hierarchy of parks, their function, and the
standard overall ratio of park space to population. The
development and redevelopment of lands along the
waterfront will be reviewed with the intent to create
improved public access to the water while maintaining
an appropriate balance of public and private lands.
The Plan encourages the City’s acquisition of lands and
waterlots to develop an integrated park’s system and
accommodate enhanced waterfront amenities.
The Official Plan supports the development of the
City owned Islands with a mix of active and passive
recreational uses for the City residents and tourists.
Physical Constraints
Schedule B – Physical Constraints identifies constraints
to development which includes environmental
protection areas associated with lands adjacent to
Buell’s Creek and waterfront constraints associated with
lands adjacent to the water and the harbour.

Planning District No. 2
Planning District No. 2 encompasses primarily the
downtown commercial core, central waterfront area and
the City’s older established residential area to the north.
The Plan emphasizes the importance of these areas and
the need to retain and enhance the downtown and
waterfront area as a place to live, work, shop and enjoy
recreational, cultural and community facilities.
The policies support the continued importance of
the Downtown Commercial Core as a major centre
for shopping, government, institutional, cultural and
business sectors through:

»» encouraging commercial uses (banking,
restaurants, clothing and personal and professional
services) that are supplemented with appropriate
cultural and entertainment uses;
»» encouraging the retention of the historical
character of the area;
»» encouraging the upgrading and ground floor
conversion of existing residential dwellings in the
Commercial Core to office or specialty retail uses;
»» improving off-street parking facilities to encourage
the viability of businesses;
»» encourage complementary economic, cultural,
recreational and residential uses between the
downtown and waterfront to form an economically
viable downtown;
»» encourage upgrading of commercial facilities to
improve aesthetics; and
»» encourage commercial activity, but also permit
flexibility for stand-alone residential uses within
buildings which have previously been converted
to commercial uses, to residential units as well as
vacant sites, provided the lands do not have direct
frontage on King Street.
The central waterfront area, located south of Water
Street, is comprised of open space, residential and
commercial designations and has been identified as an
area of change. The following policies are intended to
guide new development:
»» underutilized industrial sites are better served if
located in one of the City’s major industrial areas;
»» public access and linkages along the waterfront is
essential to make the waterfront attractive;
»» in addition to shopping and office uses, certain
water-related and tourist-related commercial uses
are very appropriate for the waterfront;
»» improved vehicular access and parking facilities are
required to accommodate residents and tourists;
»» improved boating facilities are required to benefit
the City and maximize location;
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»» improved access to the Islands is required to make
these open spaces more accessible; and
»» residential development should be planned to
enhance vistas to the river; setbacks and lot
coverage will be given special attention.

Water Pollution Control Centre
The WPCC is located within the Township of
Elizabethtown-Kitley on lands owned by the City of
Brockville. While the WPCC is designated Residential in
the Official Plan, public utilities and other public uses
and parks, trails and recreational facilities are generally
permitted in all land use designations.

3.2.1.2 Zoning By-law
The City’s Zoning By-law (194-94), as amended, zones
the DCWA primarily within a range of commercial,
institutional, residential and open space zones, Figure 8
illustrates the existing zoning. For a detailed list of
permitted uses and zone provisions, reference should be
made to the Zoning By-law.

of commercial buildings. Dwelling units are also
permitted on the ground floor, provided the lands do
not have frontage on King Street. The by-law permits
the conversion of commercial buildings to one or more
residential dwellings, where the building has been used
for commercial purposes.
Lands fronting Water Street are primarily zoned C3C
and C3D, which permit a more limited range of
commercial uses, while accommodating additional
marine and recreational uses, such as marinas, and
marine sales and service uses. There are also lands
zoned for higher density residential uses which
accommodate apartment dwellings within the R6 and
R9 zones, with densities beyond 161 units per hectare
where site bonus elements have been provided. The R9
zone permits buildings heights up to 22.5 metres.
The proposed Master Plan and related built form and
urban design guidelines will make recommendations
with respect to the existing zoning standards and
appropriate development controls.

The Main Street areas of the downtown are zoned
primarily C2D which accommodate a wide range
of commercial uses including: personal service uses,
offices, restaurants and shops, in addition to accessory
apartment units located in the second storey or higher,

Figure 8 | Zoning
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3.2.2	Existing Land Use
Existing land uses have evolved over time due to
changing of use and ownership. The boundaries
and characteristics of the various Districts have been
amended from the existing Waterfront Master Plan to
reflect existing circumstances and the revised Study
Area boundaries.
The Eastern Ontario Visual Character Project, led by
a team of volunteer planners across Eastern Ontario,
was recently undertaken to identify what makes
Eastern Ontario special. The project identified positive
features of visual character that define Eastern Ontario
as a unique place and how best to ensure that these
characteristics remain strong in the future. The Project
identified Brockville as a Special Place reflective of a
unique and historic settlement area which has survived
more recent development relatively intact. It recognizes
that downtown Brockville has developed around a
tight urban grid of streets and parks parallel to the
river and features many historic buildings, scenic vistas
and beautiful main streets centred on King Street and
Broad Street. It recognizes the City’s iconic Court
House building and relics from Brockville’s industrial
past, including the Blockhouse Island former shipping
pier and Canada’s oldest railway tunnel, which is now a

waterfront focal point. Moving forward, it is suggested
that sympathetic and perhaps modern infill projects
should be encouraged along main streets and in the
older parts of our communities to add to the existing
strength of Eastern Ontario as a place that respects its
main streets and heritage structures.
Existing land uses are illustrated on Figure 9 and are
characterized by the following Districts:

Downtown District
The Downtown District generally includes the lands on
the north side of Water Street within the Study Area.
The Downtown accommodates a high concentration
of commercial activity in Brockville. The existing
commercial sector is located primarily on King Street
with a minimal amount of activity extending to the
waterfront. Although the built form illustrates what
may appear to be a typical healthy main street system
of two to three storey turn-of-the-century, mostly brick
buildings, there are a number of vacancies within the
Downtown.
In 2002, the City completed the last phase of the
$10M King Street revitalization project. This five phase,
full reconstruction project, from Orchard Street at
its east limit to Gilmour Street in the west, included

Figure 9 | Existing Land Use
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replacement of storm and sanitary sewers and water
main, service laterals to each building, electrical service
upgrades, street lighting, asphalt paving, interlocking
paving stone, concrete sidewalks, granite curbs, tree
planting with decorative protective railings, and new
street furniture.

to the economy. The exceptional architectural quality
and heritage value of these buildings contribute to the
overall image of the City and its attraction to tourists.
The most notable buildings include the Arts Centre,
City Hall, the Court House, the Public Library, and the
Provincially designated Brockville Museum.

Existing residential areas are primarily located on the
periphery of the commercial core of the DCWA. Mixeduse buildings which contain residential uses are also
evident in other areas of the DCWA, including a few
residential units on the upper floors of commercial
buildings along King Street. A challenge of development
in downtown Brockville has continued to be the
incorporation of mixed-use, medium density residential
developments. Residential dwellings of this type can be
easily integrated with the historic downtown character,
using land efficiently through infill development, while
preserving the views and vistas of significant buildings
and landscapes, and the St. Lawrence River.

The DWMPUDS should be sensitive to heritage
resources and consider the effects of new development
on the overall heritage character. The built form and
urban design guidelines should reflect the character of
the institutional uses and heritage sites.

The City of Brockville’s Heritage Committee has
prepared a list of designated Cultural Heritage Sites
in Brockville as well as a list of houses of historical
interest. The DCWA also accommodates a significant
concentration of the City’s institutional buildings and
designated heritage buildings (Figure 10). The network
of institutional uses in downtown Brockville contributes

Downtown District (West Sector)
The West Sector is situated at the western edge of the
Downtown and is comprised of predominantly low
density residential uses, the Brockville Gymnastics Club,
and the old Memorial Centre lands.
Within the commercial district of the West Sector,
uses include larger-scale commercial uses including
the Metro (formerly Loeb) grocery store and Leon’s
Furniture store accompanied by an eclectic mix of
small-scale commercial uses including a gas station,
a convenience store, and other service-oriented uses.
Other uses include an assisted housing residence as well
as a hydro substation on John Street.

Figure 10 | Institutional Uses and Designated Heritage Buildings
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A range of building forms, heights, and uses, such as
the Metro and the Arts Centre, exist on the south side
of King Street West. The block east of St. Paul Street is
predominantly occupied by privately and municipallyowned parking lots that service commercial uses
including the Reliable Furniture Store.

The Farmer’s Market operates in the spring, summer
and fall, and is located immediately east of the Market
Street West parking lot and adjacent to City Hall, which
also houses the Brockville and District Chamber of
Commerce, the DBIA, Entrepreneurship Centre, and
Thousand Islands Business Development Corporation.

The vacant commercial properties and other
redevelopment opportunities within this Sector have
the ability to take advantage of the provisions allowing
mixed-use developments and greater densities in the
Official Plan. Increasing the density and allowing mixed
uses on certain parcels enables the creation of a more
consistent urban form and encourages larger buildings
with at-grade commercial, offices on the second floor,
and residential units on the upper floors. This would be
consistent with the values and goals identified by both
the residents of Brockville and the Master Plan.

Immediately east of City Hall is a City block with several
empty lots. The recently built Wedgewood residence
across from City Hall on King Street East and its future
second phase will complete the urban façade on
Market Street East.

Perth Street connects downtown Brockville to the
train station, which is a gateway for many travelling
residents, tourists, and business-people. Uses which
are occupied along this corridor include a mix of low
density residential, institutional, and some small-scale
commercial uses.

Downtown District (Central Sector)
The Central Sector of the Downtown contains the
commercial main street and core of Brockville, including
some of the most well preserved, homogeneous, turnof-the-century buildings in Canada. Some buildings
have been designated as local heritage buildings
by Heritage Brockville. Most of these buildings are
occupied by commercial uses on the ground floor and
residential uses on the subsequent floors above. There
are, however, several vacant buildings and lots.
The primary access route from Highway 401 to
Downtown Brockville is via Stewart Boulevard/William
Street. By travelling to the Downtown through this
primary access route, beautiful vistas exist including the
Court House Green, which includes the Court House,
and the Bank of Montreal (BMO). Many of the buildings
in this Sector have been restored or renovated and
are now occupied by offices for lawyers, government
officials, and other professional firms. The Court House
Green, which is surrounded by the various institutional
and turn-of-the-century buildings, is one of the most
exquisite entryways of any City in Canada with its
privileged unobstructed hilltop view down Broad Street
to the St. Lawrence River.

The Central Sector does not include any significant
public open space. It is recommended that to reflect
the residents’ values identified at the Community
Workshops, that is, to “green” the City, opportunities
should be identified for “greening” and that pedestrian
spaces should be implemented into new developments
along King Street to increase pedestrian activity.

Downtown District (East Sector)
The East Sector of the Downtown is occupied
predominantly by commercial uses along King Street
East and a transitional area which is occupied by a
mix of low density commercial and residential uses.
While this Sector features several architecturally-diverse
buildings, several of them are vacant. The northern
portion of this Sector is predominantly residential and
includes a few institutional uses including the former
St. Vincent de Paul Hospital (now Brockville General
Hospital, Garden Street Site) which is being considered
for redevelopment.
Strategies in the existing Master Plan should be updated
to reflect the change in use of certain properties
and new development opportunities and strategies
which represent the character of this area and its
architecturally-sensitive buildings.
In addition, the Master Plan should identify the
redevelopment opportunity of the former St. Vincent
de Paul building in greater detail by providing additional
design strategies.
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